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The Future of

Science Fiction Fantasy
How would you feel if you could go anywhere in the universe?
Would you feel amazed, in disbelief, excited? If you do not feel anything, then please
discontinue reading for this is not for you.

Your Starship awaits you
As your excitement increases, you find yourself walking
out onto a large spaceport. There before you is a sleek
looking shuttlecraft. It is there to take you outside the
Earth's atmosphere to another larger ship. The shuttle
moves out into space and approaches a huge Intergalactic
Craft floating in a non-gravity environment. You settle
down on the flight deck and initiate departure. The craft
leaps forward into the black depths of space and without
any feelings of inertia accelerates to the speed of light.
Even this is not fast enough to visit many other solar
systems and planets within a lifetime.

Why not try some time travel?
Can you imagine for a brief moment that you are Doctor
Who. You can now travel back to the beginning of Earth
existence or forward to its inevitable demise by the
explosion of a large red sun. The visit to other historical
ages in time leaves you spellbound and a million year trip
back to a former high technological earth colony is
overpowering and has you believing that you are in the
future. The realisation that the moon is nearer to the planet
and larger in the sky means it is at a younger age. The Dr
is limited and can only journey in the known universe and
in time.

Your freedom of travel is not quite there yet.
Your old beliefs start to hold you back. The word God is
archaic created from the minds of men and means a
supernatural being to worship or adore. The knowledge
makes you aware that God can be evil or good. Science is
suddenly reaching new boundaries. More equations,
formulae, and binary numbers show that creation is of a
mathematical foundation, and the human body contains
this and other chemical formulae and electrical power
impulses. You receive enlightened knowledge that also in
the human brain are quantum formulae that are unseen by
physical scans. Finally, the age of divine science is
discovered allowing the ultimate freedom of travel.

You can now go anywhere in the Galaxy and beyond in a space craft
Changes are made to your intergalactic craft using divine
science. An inter-dimensional engine is constructed that
opens a portal into a travel dimension allowing passage
from one side of the galaxy to the other with only standard
time loss in the twenty-day duration. The advances in
divine science are only available to you and a few others
of the Galaxy Police Federation.

The final barrier is the projection of the body to all other dimensions.
The application of divine science projects your body to
everywhere in the known and unknown regions of the
universe. The ultimate travel to anywhere in seconds is
in the mode of thought patterns and vibrations that know
no boundaries. You can travel into internally through an
atom and beyond. You can reach the perimeter of the
known physical universe that is near infinity and
impossible in physical form. By creating a sudden oval
portal that contains all the other realities you travel to everywhere in mini-portals circling
inside. Moving in thought overcomes distance arriving at a destination in an instant.
You can now enter the realms of the astral in your celestial layered outer body. It
mirrors the physical universe seemingly a huge portion of unboundedness. Here, all life
exists on a different frequency or vibration in an ethereal solidity. Good and evil are not
defined as such in the heavenly realms for one does not exist without the other.
Wondrous landscapes with tall majestic buildings and strange chariots of the sky ridden
by humanoid spirit creatures fill the higher astral. Desolation, despair and self thought
incarceration are scattered throughout the lower regions of the astral in a battle to
dominate the minds of the physical worlds. Creatures of the spirit who have turned
demonic in their thoughts try to ravage all others.

The future of science fiction fantasy
The past experiences of the author have proved to him that science and divinity are
closely linked but not with the theology practised on Earth. The brains of Homo sapiens
(us) conditioned to contain both physical and quantum formulae. The origin of our
species is unknown underpinned by many theories and ideas. In the short, fragmented
history of the human race, the body took millions of years to develop, and then
suddenly in earth timescales, accelerated. Approximately thirty centuries ago
humankind leapt forward with the release of new knowledge. The information was
filtered out through DNA and quantum ontology through the early years of
development. The data was slowed down by the advent of a one deity system that on
one hand discarded the old Gods and on the other with ordinary human fallibility
suppressed all knowledge for centuries (The dark ages).
It is almost sure that this extended period of approximately fifteen centuries stifled and
curtailed human development. New ideas did emerge in this timescale but quickly
discarded and discredited under the threat of death if they clashed with the known
dogma of theology. The sudden release three centuries ago of the industrial revolution
flung humanity into the technological age and space travel. The next great age to arrive
will be one of spirituality causing a cataclysmic development and enlightenment to
human society. It will be severe and calamitous to all humans with closed minds trying
to rid themselves of past beliefs. The future divulged as a quantum essence of the
brain is abruptly revealed with the ability of non-physical travel to unbelievable
destinations thought impossible to reach. The world will be in chaos for a period
bringing desire and suffering to an end. The future also has a risk of a comet strike that
rids the world of a significant portion of humanity leaving a few survivors to reconstruct
civilisation over the next few thousand years.
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